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Abstract. This paper gives a model of Girard’s system E This model differs from current construc- 
tion in two ways: (1) we count multiplicities (instead of just considering whether astate is present 
or not); (2) no inner compatibility between the states is required. So, algorithms which are not 
stable can be interpreted in these quantitative semantics (impossible in qualitative domains, e.g., 
parallel “or”), but also random programs, and inconsistent algorithms can! (e.g., f(0, x) = 0 and 
f(x, 0) = 1) and thus th’ IS model gives a model of nondeterminism. 
This paper takes up a paper by Girard [2] in a quantitative way (see Cl]). We 
begin to recall some of the results but without demonstration. We follow the plan 
of [2] and add some detail in the Appendix. 
1. A-Structures (quanrtitatives) 
Definitions 
A is a set. The objects in SETA are linear combinations with coefficients in SET 
of basis vectors which are elements in A: u = zoeA u,.a where is a vector in SETA 
(object) and a 8 basis vector. 
A morphism from u =CacA 84,. to 0 =zaeA &. is a formal sum f=~oEAfas 
where fa is a function from u, to v,. 
INT(A) denotes the set of all finite linear combinations 
integer and with only a finite number of nonzero n,. 
Direct limits (direct unions), pull-backs (intersections), ernels can be computed 
separately coordinate after coordinate (see [ 11). 
Objects are often entified up to isom cients are “often” integers 
if they are finite an otherwise they a tegers because it is clear 
that any sit is a direct limit of his finite parts (see [I]). 
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functors and analytic functors, i.e., the ones which admit an expansion on the form: 
qb.ad .b, 
1 
W/ = cab.fd .b 1 
with the follow).,f: meaning: 
c4b is a coefirj “:ent in SET; 
if d=n,u,+- - ’ G n&t& and U =zaeA u,cr, then 
ud=U$....u~ (classical product); 
iff =zQEA fa& thenfd =E: . . . . .fi with the meaning that each& acts separately 
on each uai (see Cl]); 
in fact, we shall often forget o define functors on morphisms because this definition 
is obvious (see [ 11). 
Each normal functor F from SETA to SETB can be represented by an object u 
in SETINT(A)*B . which is the list of its coefficients c4b: U = CbaD,d~iN&) c4b.( I, 6) if 
F is analytic. 
This representation acts perfectly on objects with the functor App: 
AppAVB : SETINTtAJsB x SETA + SET’, 
c c,.&b.Xd .b. 
dEINT(A) 1 
It is clear that F(x) = App( u, X) for all x in SE InA. However, the representation acts 
imperfectly on morphisms (see [ 11). It is remarkable that App is linear in the first 
variable. 
We easily get an interpretation of h-calculus in solving the equation INT(A).A = A. 
But no choice of A would be better than any other. That is why we would like to 
have an interpretation which codes all the others. This will be done in the “intrinsic” 
interpretation of h-calculus. For Girard’s system F [2], there is a little problem for 
the interpretation: the functor INT does not preserve kernels. That is why we ask 
for a weaker “normal-form theorem” for variable types and in particular for INT 
(see 11, 21). 
2. Linear functors 
Definitions 
A (normal) functor from S TA to SETB represented by the vector u in SETINT(A)sB 
is IF linear iff 
, b) have 1 as coefficient, then a = a’; 
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(iv) if (lo, b) and (la, b’) have 1 as coefficient, then b = 6’. 
If we omit condition (iii), such an F will be called F linear. 
Theorem 2.1. There is Q natural bijection between partial injections from A to B and 
IF linear functors from SETA to SET! 
Proof. (i) Let f be a partial injection from A to B with D as domain; ma 
u=CaED (la, f(a)) and we have 
(ii) If F is represented by u and F is IF linear, then we set f: A + B such that 
0 f(a) is undefined if there is no b such that (16, b) has 1 as coeflkient in u; 
l f(a) = b otherwise. 
The two processes are clearly reciprocal Cl 
3. Quantitative A-structures 
Definition 3.1. Let F and G be normal functors from SETA to SET*; then F s G 
iff UF s uG iff, for all (d, b) with d in INT(A) and b in B, we have uFtdb) s uGteh), 
where UF and UG represent F and G in SET’NT’A)-B. 
* 
Definition 3.2. A h-structure (A, F, Q) is formed by 
(i) a set A, 
(ii) F an IF linear functor from SETINTfAjsA to set SETA, 
(iii) Q an IF linear functor from SETA to SETINTtAJmA, 
(iv) F 0 Q s IDsEp and 0 0 Fe ID~E+NT(A).A. 
It is clear that’ having a A-structure (A, F, Q) is the same as having a Fartial 
injection f from INT(A).A to A and a partial injection q from A to INT(A).A 
which are reciprocal. 
4. Interpretation of A-calculus in a A-structure (A, F, 
Let t[xo, . . , x~_~ ] be a term of h-calculus. We suppose that all free variables of 
t are in x0, . . . . x~_~. The interpretation of t is a normal functor ?X,EQ from 
SETAx- x SETA (n times) defined as follows: 
(i) if t = xi, ;hen tz,F,o[r&o,. . . , u,_J = 
(ii) if t = u(u), then 
t%,F,Q[%, . l . , %-I I= APP( Q( d&II ‘...~ ‘b-ll)~ v%F.QIUO~-m*~ I) 
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(iii) if t = Ayu(y) with 
1 
. 
d”_&T(A) 
eeINT(A) 
and 
d,_,eiNT(A) 
C&Q = c t~,F,Q(a,e)k 4 
eEINT(A) 
acA 
z&Q = W~F&- 
It is clear that tzF,Q is analytic and hence normal (see [I]). 
wo[Y* l l . Y”-11, l l l 3 %dYo l l l yn_J in t, we get a term u which 
&Q = C.&w~~F.Q, l l l 9 &#J 
(by induction or see [ 11). 
If we substitute 
verifies 
For writing convenience we only look at the more typical ca>e u= Ayt[x, y](u) 
and w = t[x, u]. One has 
and 
d;E INT(A) 
W*A,F,Q = * fA,F,Q bo, u*c l l l 11 
d,eBNT(A) 
On the other hand, 
d,+INT(A) 
dlEINT(A) 
and so 
@Ytlx, Ylh&Q 
= UYtlJG Ylt;,&QE 
= [Ayti-x, yl;F.Q[ 
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where IC~,~ represents Q 0 F. But Q 0 F G I 1N-rt~l.A and App is F linear in the first 
variable. We easily get 
AY~[JG u](r&o 
s App[UiD,~~~).~ 9 ApP[AYG, Yl&[%lr u”T* l *II 
= $F.Q 
with UiD,NT(Aj.A representing ~DINT(A).A l u 
Proof. The same as for Theorem 4.1 but we use F 0 Q s IDA. Cl 
5, Examples 
(a) I = AXX. Then . 
aEA \UEA 
(f corresponding to F by Theorem 2.1). 
(b) K = Axhy.x. Then 
with f corresponding to F. 
(c) AA = (AJc.x(Jc))(~x.Jc(Jc)). Then AAxFQ = 0 (proof in Appendix). * 
Definition 6.1. A A-structure (A, F, Q) is total iff F 0 Q = IDsE+ and 
IDSE+w~-. One finds again the results of [1] in a total A-structure; in particular 
p- and q-reductions are interpreted by equality. 
efinition 6.2. A A-structure (A, F, Q) is liberal if we suppress condition (iv) in 
Definition 3.2. In this case p- and q-reductions have no special properties. 
nition 6.3. A A-structure (A, F, Q) is optimum iff we insert an additional con- 
)#O,thenQoF(l ) = 
correspond to F and uivalent to one of 
the following conditions: 
; 
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In a h-structure (A, F, Q) it may happen that Im f n om q = (b and then each 
term hx. f[x, y](u) is interpreted by 0; this is caricatural (but not uninteresting). To 
get rid of this, one has to consider only the h-structures which are optimum. 
which is optimum. 
(ii) If (4 F, 01 is 
Every A-structure can be extended to a h-structure (A, i$ Q) 
optimum, F determines Q and reciprocally. 
roof. (i): If f and q correspond to f and Q, it suffices to double all simple arrows 
between INT(A).A and A. We get 1 and 4, and then fi and Q. 
(ii): 3ear. 0 
roposition 6.5. tf&p t296. 
Proof. By induction on the construction of t*, remarking that App is increasing in 
both the variables for application, the h-abstraction is immediate. El 
7. Interpretation of variable types 
nition 7.1. We consider the category SET with injections for morphisms. 
eorem 7.2. If f is an injection from A to B, we de$ne INTo by 
INT(f) : INT( A) + INT( B), 
c %-a-, c n,JW 
aeA aEA 
7hen INT is a functor in the category SET which is preserving direct limits and 
pull-backs; that amounts to saying 
(i) INT U Ai = IJ INT(Ai) 
( ) iEl iEl 
when tAili, I is a directed system in SET; 
(ii) INT n Bj = n INT(Bj) 
( ) jEJ jeJ 
when tBj)jeJ is any family in SET. 
Easy verification. 0 
+ B’ are two injections, we define 
I 
9 
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heore from SET x SET to SET preserves direct limits and 
pull-backs; kat amounts to saying that it commutes with directed unions and with 
intersections. 
roof. Easy verification. Cl 
It is interesting to note that INT and * do not preserve kernels. 
Definition 7.5. A variable type T is a functor T from SET to SET which preserves 
direct limits and pull-backs. 
Theorem 7.6 (Normal-form Theorem). Let T be a variable type, A a set and z E T(A); 
then there is a finite set AO, f : A0 + A (injection), and a z. E T(Ao) such that 
(i) 2 = wxz,), 
(ii) if B is another set and f’ : B + A and z’ E T(B) such that z = T( $)( z’), then 
there is an h : A0 + B such that z’ = T( h ) ( zo) and if some h’ sa tisjies the same conditions, 
then Im h’= Im h. 
Remark. This theorem is weaker than a classical normal-form theorem because in 
(ii) h is not unique. However, we get that Im h is unique. 
Proof. A is the direct union of his finite parts. So the existence of z. and A0 which 
verify (i) is assumed by taking for f the inclusion map between A0 and A. Moreover, 
:tde can take a0 minimal for the inclusion. 
Now we show (ii): We consider the pull-back of (A,, f) and (BJ’), i.e., the set 
Al and g: Al + A0 and g’: Al + B such that the following diagram is a pullback 
diagram, i.e., is commutatively “maximal”: 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that Al c A0 and that g is the inclusion 
map from A, to Ao* We have that f 0 g(A,) = Im f n ImS and, by commutation of 
T, we get T(f 0 g)(A,) =- 4m T(f) n Im T(f). So z, which is in the second member 
of this equality, is also in the first one. However, A0 is minimal for this property, 
so we have Al = A0 and g is the identity. But then the following diagram 
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is a pull-back diagram and so 
z = Wxzo) = W)C mmdl = WYz’) 
and this forces z’ = T(g’)( zo). 
Now, let h’ be an injection which verifies the same conditions; we then have that 
is a pull-back diagram and we :equire r c A0 and cy an inclusion map. Then 
is a pull-back diagram and z’ = T( h)(z,) = T( h’)(z,) and then there is a u such that 
z’= T(h)0 T(a)(u)= T(h’)o T(cu’)(u) 
and hence, z = T(fo h 0 a)(u). However, A0 is minimal and this forces r = A0 and 
cy = ID. Hence, 
is a pull-back diagram and this forces Im h c Im h’. Changing the role of h and h’ 
we get Im h = Im h’. Cl 
emarks. A0 is determined up to a bijection. However, A0 being chosen, for one 
and the same zo, many choices are possible for f: If we take T = INT, A = (0, l}, 
and z =0+ 1, then A0 necessarily has two elements; if we take A0 = A and z. = z, 
then z = INT(ID)(z,) and z = INT(f)(z,) withf the transposition (0,l). These two 
forms are clearly normal. This phenomenom is due to the fact that INT does not 
preserve kernels . However, let us precise the result in the following proposition. 
osition ‘7.7. If (A,, fo, zo) and (A&, f& zh) are two normal forms for the same z 
in t(A), then 
(i) A0 and Ah are in bijection, 
(ii) Im fo = Im f& 
consider the following pull-back diagram: 
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with r c A0 and QC an inclusion map. Then 
is a pull-back diagram and hence z = T(f,)o T(a)(u)= T(fh)o T@‘)(u) and z= 
T(fo a)(u). From (ii) of the Normal-form Theorem we get an h : AO+ r such that 
u = T(h)(q); A,, and r are in bijection then and this forces A0 = r and a! = ID and 
hence ImS, c Im f& Changing the role of fO and fh we get that Ah is in bijection 
with r’ which is in bijection with r and hence Im& Imfo which completes the 
proof. Cl 
Definition 7.8. Let T be a variable type. A trace of T is any set S of pairs (A,-,, zO) 
such that 
(i) A0 is finite and z. is in T(A,); 
(ii) for every set A and z in T(A), there is a unique (A,, zo) in S and anfo: Ao+ A 
(in general, f. is not unique but Imfo is) such that z = T(fo)(zo) is a normal form. 
Such a set S exists for each T because of the Normal-form Theorem (we pick 
up a form in each class of equivalent forms) and we call it Tr( T) (an abusive 
notation which is harmless for the way we use it). 
Definition 7.9. An object of variable type T is a family t = t(A)AESET, with t(A) a 
vector in SETTtA) which verifies the following property: if z E T(A), z = T(fo)(zo), 
with fo: A0 + A and z’ E T(A’), z’ = T(fk)( zo), with f& : A0 + A’ are two normal forms, 
then t,(A) = &#(A’) = &,(A,). 
Theorem 7.10. There is a canonical bijection between the objects of variable type Tan 
SETT”T’. 
(i) if l t is an object of variable type r t = t(A)AEsET and t(A) =&eT(Al t,(A).z, 
then the image oft is 
Trt= C 
. 
t(&,%) .(A,, za) and t(4,b) = tz,,(Ao); 
(Ao,zok-W T) 
(ii) $24 =C (Ao,zo)~Tr( T) %Go) l MO, zo), we define 
u(A)= C uzmz 
ZE T(A) 
with u, = %4&q)) if 2 = T(fo)(Ao, zo), fo: Ao+ A, is a normal form. 
roof. Processes are clearly reciprocal and definitions are correct. Cl 
which is a nice interpretation for the uniform identity of F. 
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efinition 7.11. If T is a variable type, then AXT(X) = Tr( T). If t is an object of 
variable type T, then AX?(X) = Tr( t). 
. The work has been done for the case of one variable. owever, for the 
interpretation of F we need the case of n + 1 variables, i.e., the functors 
WX9 1 ) . . . , X,) which preserve direct limits and pull-backs from SETx l : l x SET 
(n + 1 times) t.SET. Such a functor is called an (n + l)-ary variable type and we define 
AXT(X,X1 ,..., X”)=Tr(T(*,X, ,..., X”)) 
and 
AXt(X,X1,...,X,)=Tr(t(o,X, ,..., X,)). 
X *,...,X” are playin the role of dead parameters and everything we have done 
can be done with parameters. 
roposition 7.12. AXf(X, X,, . . . , X,,) is an object of variable type 
AXT(X, X1, . . . , X,,). 
Proof. We only give the idea; we have to show that AXT(X, X1, . . . , Xn) is an 
n-ary variable type and for this we have to define 
5 are injections from Xi to Yi. If ( AO, zO) is 
v = T(ID,,f,, . . . ,fn)(zO) is in T(Ao, YI, . . . , Y,). 
T(f~JD,,*.., IDY,)(zh) with &: A&+ A+ (A& z&) 
we define 
AXT(X,fi,. . . . , JJ)(AO, 20) = (Ah, 4). 
AXT(X,fi,. . . ,fn) where the 
in Tr(T(*, X,, . .,X,)), then 
But v has a normal form v = 
is in Tr( T( 0, YI , . . . , Y,)), so 
From commutation with the pull-back, we get the existence of 3 bijection Fz from 
A0 to Ah such that zA= T&f,, . . . ,fn)(q,). The verification that 
AXT(X, X1, . . . , Xn) is an n-ary variable type is then mechanical. Then we easily 
get that AXt(X, X1, . . . , X,) is in SET”XT(x~X~~--*x~) and that it is an object of this 
variable type. 0 
efinition 7.13. If T is a variable type (l-a@, t a vector in SET”XT(X), and A a 
set, then Ext( t, A) = t(A) is an object of variable type T. 
If T is an (n + 1).ary variable type, t(X, , . . . , Xn) a vector in SET”XT’x9X~~~~*9xn’ 
and U(X,,... , X,) an n-ax-y variable type, then 
Ext(t(X,,...,x,), U(X,,...,X,))=t(X,,...,X,)(U(X,,...,X,)} 
and, moreover, Ext( t, U) is an object of variable type V(XI , . . . , X,,) with 
V(X*,... ,x,)=T(U(X,,...,X,),X,,...,X,). 
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8.1. Interpretation of a type 7[q, . . . , a,J= ~[a] 
A type r[ar] is interpreted by a functor ~*(a) from SET” to SET which is an 
n-ary variable type: 
(i) if r[ ar ] = a, then 
( 
r*(A1,...,A,)=Ai, 
r*(fi ,...,.&)=A withJ:Ai+Bi; 
(ii) if ~[at] = o[tr]*p[kj, then 
{ 
T*(A) = g*(A)+p*(A), 
T*(f) = ~*w’P*m 
(iii) if T[(Y] = Aarcr[ a, (r], then 
{ 
T*(A) = AAcr*(A, A) =Tr(cr”( a, A)), 
r*(f)=AA~*(A,j’)=Tr(cr*(a,f)). 
VetiJcation: these functors are commuting with direct limits and pull-backs (by 
induction on the construction) and so we get an interpretation by an n-ary variable 
type* 
8.2. Interpretation of a term t[‘, , . . . , CY,, x1, . . . . , x,J = t[a, x] of type 
7[IyI , . . . , a,,] = ~[a] where xi is of type ui[a] and where {xl 9 . . . , XJ contains all free 
variables oft 
The term t is interpreted by a normal functor from 
SET $W x . . . x SETn:(A’ A, SETT0(A) 
with UT(A) an interpretation of gi[ a] and T*(A) an interpretation of I=[ a]. The 
functor is defined as follows (and written t*( A)( ul, . . . , u,,, )) 
(i) if t[m, X] = Xi, then t*(A)(ul, . . , u,,,) = ui; 
(ii) if t[a, x] = Ayt’[or, y, x] and r[a] = a[cu]+p[&J, then 
Then, 
and 
t’*(A)(v, ul,. . . , u,,,) = C c Ce,dl...e, ,,,. d av=U:‘, 
aw*(A) CE INTa*(A) 
d,EINTot(A) 
. 
d,#biTa-;(A) 
)(U~,~.=g%n)= c Ce,d, ,..., d,,,,a 1 g***g UC’ 
d,tINTor(A) 
. 
d,&IN+o$(A) 
. 
)hr*~-,Um~= c tii2) ( 1,*“9 fnkf, a); 
ueINTo*(A) 
u~p*(A) 
. . . ,u;m .a
1 
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(iii) if t[lr, x] = u[a, x](u[a, x]) an u is of type a[ d ] and u of type 
g[ a], then 
)( ul, . . . , u,,,) = App”*cA’~r*EA’( u*( )) ; 
(iv) if t[a, x] = hpt’[& a, x] is of type T[a] = @a[& a], then one has t’*( B, 
( Ul, . . . , 28,) is avector in SETO*(B*A) and if it is an object of variable type ((n + I )-ary) 
) = ABt’*( B, A)(u,, . . . , u,,,) 
=‘I’r(t’*( 0, A)@,, . . . , u,,,)) 
with, of course, /3 not in ar and B not in A; 
(v) if t[a, x] = t’[a, x]{o[a]} with t’[a, w] of type Ap~[fl, 41t], then we define 
t*(A)(u, 9 l l l 9 u,,,) = Ext[ t’*(A)( ul, . . . , u,), o*(A)]. 
Verificution: (a) The terms are of the right type. For (v) we have to remark that 
(b) The functors defined above are normal (by induction on the construction) 
and we remark that we have an explicit expansion in an analytic functor. 
(c) More seriously, we have to verify that, in (iv), t’*( B, A)(u,, . . . , II,) is an 
object of (n + I)-ary variable type a*( B, A). That amounts to saying that if z is a 
basis vector in a*( B, A) such that z = a*[&, IDA] with fO: B,+ B normal form, 
then 
Proof: We verify it by induction on the construction of t’; for (i), (iii), (iv), and (v) 
there is no problem; for (ii) we have to remark that if 
c c,.u== c 
c~INTp*(fl) roe INTp*( Do) 
c%.u( B,)‘b 
and if = (INT(p*[jJ)( ), then cd = C&. 
in general many more objects than the 
is is one of the reasons why we define total 
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A total set is a pair (A, A,) where is in SET and where 
of vectors in SETA which is stable by finite linear combination with finite coefficients 
which are not all equal to zero. The vectors in A, are said to be total (w.r.t. (A, A,)). 
efinition 9.2. Let 7[q, . . . , CY,] = ~[a] be a type of F and (XI, 
(written as (X, XJ) be n total sets; we define a total set (r[ 
(i) l[X, Xt] = 7*[X]; 
(ii) if r[ar] = ai, then r[ 
(iii) if +u] = o[&j -, p[cu], then u is a vector in T[ It iff, for any vector u in 
o[X, X& , App( U, v) is a vector in p[ X, X,l,; 
(iv) if r[ar] = Acua[ cy, (u], then u is a vector in r[ iff, for any total set 
( Y, Yt), u( Y} is a vector in f7[ Y, yt, J&It* 
Theorem 9.3. Let t[q, . . . , cy,, x1,. . . , x,J be qf type ~[q, . . l , a,] and xi of type 
4h.**, %ll. Let w* 9 X1,), l ’ l 9 (X,, X,) be total sets and ul, . . . . , a,,, vectors in 
ai[X~,...,Xn,X,~,...,X~]t. Then t*[X1 ,..., Xn,uI ,..., urn] is a vector in 
TCX, xtlt . 
Proof. By induction on the construction of t[ar, x]; it is immediate for (i)-(iv). For 
(v) however we have to remark that 
Remark. Before, we had to verify that 7(X, X,), is stable by finite linear combinations; 
for (ii) this is clear, for (iii) we need App to be linear in the first variable, and for 
(iv) we need u + u{ Y} to be linear in u. 
10. Examples 
Example 10.1. (Aa cu)* = {({0}, 0)). However, no vector of SET”” a)’ is total. Other- 
wise, f = AS with g = ({0}, 0) and so t(A) =zaEA ha is total for any A,, which is 
impossible. 
(Aaaem)*={(AO,( , ao)} (the set of l 9 9 with a0 in A0 and 
INT( A,); two configurations are possible: 
(a) AO={O,l,...,n-1) and 
(b) Ao={O, 1,. . . , n} and 
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In particular, (hahx”x”)* - ‘0),(10,0)) (one point). We can notice the presence 
of t2 = mj and, more generally, of tk = ({0}, (k0, 0)) and of course of 
Eke,+, A& We have 
&(A) 
These tk are not in the qualitative domains (thf, same one would take k times the 
intersection with itself, but it is the identity). WC remark however that 
(AaAxaxa)* is the only total object in (Aarar *cY)* (with its multiples, of course. 
Indeed, we consider A, = {ne} (n Z 0), and App((rl, a), 5) = Sda; then if t is total 
in (Aa ac +a)*, t(A) has nonzero coefficients only on the vectors (&+ d’, g) with 
k in N or (all, a) with a # e and d” has a coefficient equal to zero on & & is chosen 
arbitrary, so the only nonzero coefficient of t(A) are on (kq 5) with k in IN. 
Then t=C kEN hk({O}, (k0, 0)). But t(A)(a) = (xkEN &).a with A, = {na} and the 
Ak must be finite and the family of the (Ak) is almost equal to the zero family. Then 
t can be identified with a polynomial P: 
t(A) = C P(u,).a. 
aeA 
Let us consider A, = { n(2a + 36) ; n E N*} and a # b in A. Then we have 
t{A}(2a+36) = P(2)a+ P(3)b+ C P(O)c. 
c#a 
cfb 
ce, P(O)=Oand P(X)=XQ(X). But t is total, so P(2)a+P(3)b=n(2a+36) 
then Q(2) = Q(3). Taking d”Q+ 1 distinct elements in A and A, = 
1 +3a2f = 5 2 f (d°C)sdoo+l); n EN} with all ai distinct, we find Q(2) = Q(3) = 
Q(4)=- 9 l = Q(d”Q+l) and hence do= 0 and P(X) =pX and t =p({O}, (l.O,O)) 
(Y E N”). 
.3. (Aa cw+(a*cw))* = the set of (A,, (do, eo, ao)) with a0 in Ao, e. and 
o) and A0 finite. We could distinguish the cases according to whether 
a0 is either in e. or in do, or not. If t is a total object in (Aa! a a( ac + a))*, then 
t{A}(u, v) must be a total object as soon as u and o are total. Identifying u and LI 
we have a total object t in (Aa! ar + a)* by the transformation 
9 =o, aoN -) Go, (do+ eo, aoH 
and from the preceding result we have do+ e. = la0 which gives two poss!bilities: 
do= la0 and eo=O or do=0 and eo= lao. 
So we have at most two total objects and their finite combinations in (A062 a* 
(a[*cu))*: 
TRUE = = (A(YAx~AYY)*, 
LSE = ({O}, (0, (1.0, 0))) = (AacAn”Ay”y”). 
ese objects, interpretations of syntactic one, are total. 
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. For Example 10.1 there is only one configuration; the corresponding 
object is 
UNIF,{A}= C 0. 
aeA 
For Example 10.2 two configurations are possible; the corresponding objects are 
ID(A)(u) = UNIF,(A}(u)= C a 
aeA 
For the Example 10.3 four configurations exists; the corresponding objects are 
TRUE{A}(u, v) = u, FALSE{A}(u, v) = v, 
UNIF,(A}(u, v) = c a, 
atA 
MULTO(u, V) = C (UaD,)*O, 
a=A 
and we have MULT= ({0}, 1.0, (1.0, 0)). 
It is remarkable that TRUE and FALSE can be expressed in terms of MULT and 
UNIF, whereas the reciprocal is not true: 
FALSE{A}(u, v) = MULT{A}(UKIF,(w), v), 
TRUE(A)@, v) = MULT{A}(u, UNIF,(v)). 
However, MULT and UNIF are not total objects. We also have 
UNIF,(A}(u, v) = MULT(A}(UNIF,(u), UNIF,(v)). 
We define 
VOID,(A) =f!9 = c 0.0, 
aEA 
WiD,{Aj(u) = @, 
VOID,(A}( u, v) = 0. 
MULT plays the role of INTER of the qualitative domains. We can also interpret 
the logic with three values (see [2]). 
Example 10.4. (INT)* = (Aa a~(a*a)=+cy)* = the set of the (A,, (do, (fo, ao))) 
with A0 finite, In, a vector in INT(A,-,), f. a vector in INTIINT(AO).Ao], and a0 in 
Ao. The configurations are more complicated, 
If t is total in (INT)“, we map it to a 
transformation 
Let us find the total objects of (INT*). 
total object of (Aa (Y+LY)* by the 
(A,, (43, (fo, 4)) + (A,, ( 
which sends t to t’ defined as follows: 
t’{A}( u) = t(A}( a, ‘iD{A}), 
’ must be total in (*Ala ~ --r, (w )* and so t’ is a multi 
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t is then a linear combination of the vectors (A,, loo, (fo, Oo)). Let us consider 
. 
A={O, 1,. . . , n,. . .j, =N, F=x,,,(l&i+l) and A,=A. t is total then: 
with a’, in WI, & in A = N, and f in N. 
Taking any A’ in SET, F’ from A’ to A’, and A: the finite linear combinations of 
F’“(a) with n in N where Q’ is fixed in A’, we have for the same reasons: 
t{A’}(a’, F’) = PoF’%(a’)+- l l +&,Ftkn~(a’). 
We consider A’= A LJ A’ and F’ = F + F’ (acting separately); then 
?{A”}@+ a’, F+ F’) = t{A}(O, F) t b{A'}(a', F'). 
If A:’ = {n + Fnn( a')} (finite linear combinations of n + F’” (a’)) and remarking that 
the sequence F'"(O+a') (n in N) is injective (and so has the same normal form as 
f”(O)), and remarking that t is an object of variable type, then 
t{A"}(O+a', F")= aoF”s(O+ a')+- l l +a,F"kl(o+a') 
=ar()ko+ l l l + qk, + a,F’%( a’) + l l l + alFnkl( a'). 
Comparing two results, we find 
?(A’}( a’, F’) = a,F’s( a') + l l l + tr,FIkl( a') 
and then t is the interpretation of the finite linear combination of the integers 
ko , . . . , kl with coefficients (Ye,. . . , aI. 
efinifiom 1 f .L Let a be a variable type, and let 9 and # be two variables of type 
[U +Q)*~u and ca! +( ar +a[) respectively. Then with any h-term t of the A-calculus, 
+4e associate a to of type cy, as f0110Ws: 
(i) x0 is the variable x”; 
(ii) (kxt)’ is cg(hx”.tO); 
(iii) (t(u))’ is #(t’)(u). 
nition 11.2. Let t be a closed term of the A-calculus; then we define t* as the 
interpretation of the closed term of F: 
A a A(a=‘a)=‘aA~a=‘(a=‘a’.to[a, Q, e-j. 
So t* is a vector in SET Aa((a~a)~a)~(a~(a=Sa))~a called AU. 
11.3. t* encodes the value oft& for any A-structure (A, F, Q) by 
t* A,F,Q = b’p(App)(Ext(t”, A), F, QH, 
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This theorem and these definitions are the same as the ones which are given in 121. 
we have no special property for p- and q-reduction. The basis vectors of 
o are the vectors (A,, Fo9 Go, a,). As it is done for qualitative domains, we can 
restrict A, to the basis vectors which have good enough properties. For example, 
we call it A, when we keep , only the basis vectors which verify that (Ao, Fo, Qo) is 
an optimum h-structure. 
1.4. I!- (A, F, Q, a) = T(f,)(A,, F,, , ao) is a normal form with 
Fo, Qo, a,) in Ao, then the sanre holds in 
Proof. Write down the correct commutative diagram. 0 
In this case /3- and q-reductions have an increasing interpretation: if t =i u, then 
t* s u*. 
So the interpretation in optimum A-structure is completely determined by the 
interpretation on finite ones. •l 
Appendix. Proof of AAqFtQ =0 
Let (A, F, Q) be a A-structure; we want to prove that AA,,,, = 0. It is clear that 
it is enough to prove it for (A, F, Q) optimum (see Propositions 6.4 and 6.5). Let $ 
and 61 be associated with F and Q as in Definition 3.2. We recall that AA = 
(hx.x(x))(hx.x(x)). 
(i) The interpretation of x is 
X*(U) = t(u) = u= C 
with cha = 0, except when d = 1,s; then clqa = 1. 
(ii) The interpretation of x(x) is 
x(x)*(u) = h(u) = App[Q(t(u)), ~1 
= ifif(d,a)Ud 
I 
rn 4 
with 
A uf(d,a) if (d, a) is in Dam f, 
%-Ma) = 0 otherwise. 
(iii) The interpretation of A = hx..+) is as follows: First and foremost we remark 
that 
h(u)= C c C ue .Q 
aEA 1 I eE T, 
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with T,={e~INT(A);e=d+f(d,a)andd~INT(A)and( have 
hfa = I 0 ifeE T,, 1 ifeE T,, 
and then A is interpreted by the constant 
s = c h:a-m, 4. 
(e,a)EINT(A).A 
(iv) The interpretation of AA is 
If the coefficient SS, is not equal to zero, it is necessary that there exists an e such 
that h&s’ is not zero. Hence, h&., is not zero and 6’ is not zero and so e is in T,, 
i.e., e = d + f (d, a). If, de = 6” x 5/(40) is not zero, then sf(4=) is not zero whence hi, 
is not zero and so d is in Ta which leads to d = dl +f(dl , a). However, Sd is not 
zero; hence (by the same argument) we have sf(40j is not zero, whence hz,,= is not 
zero, etc. So, necessarily, 
= dn+r +f(a,+, ,a) 
Then e=dn+f(dn, a)+f(d,,+ a)+. l l +f(d, a), and this is true for any n in M 
However, e is jinite, so there exists an no such that: dno= 0 and d&= 
+1 + a) = 0 which is impossible and so all coefficaents of AA must be equal 
to zero. 
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